Visual WaterFall™ is one of the most popular waterfalls on the market. It creates a beautiful sheet flow effect. The extraordinary combination of light and visual effect created by the fiber optic waterfall will provide a more animated and interesting landscape feature that brings your swimming pool to life.

These unique Fiber Lit Sheer WaterFalls come complete with fiber pre-attached. Illuminati’s Visual Waterfalls adds a dramatic nighttime excitement that is breathtaking.

“The effects of this unique combination of water, light and sound has quickly made the visual waterfall one of our most popular products.”

- Illuminati
We have taken the Original Waterfall and added fiber optic lighting and the results are stunning. Visual Aquatics Waterfall™ is one of the most popular waterfalls on the market. It creates a beautiful sheet glow effect.

**Visual Water Falls - Fiber Optically Lighted Sheer Falls - White Only**

- VAWF-12-9-NF-40F  12" Visual Waterfall, 40' Fiber- 25 Strand
- VAWF-18-9-NF-40F  18" Visual Waterfall, 40' Fiber- 50 Strand
- VAWF-24-9-NF-40F  24" Visual Waterfall, 40' Fiber- 50 Strand
- VAWF-36-9-NF-40F  36" Visual Waterfall, 40' Fiber- 75 Strand
- VAWF-48-9-NF-40F  48" Visual Waterfall, 40' Fiber- 100 Strand

**Special Order**
- VAWF-60-9-NF-40F  60" Visual Waterfall, 40' Fiber- 150 Strand
- VAWF-72-9-NF-40F  72" Visual Waterfall, 40' Fiber- 150 Strand
- VAWF-84-9-NF-40F  84" Visual Waterfall, 40' Fiber- 175 Strand
- VAWF-96-9-NF-40F  96" Visual Waterfall, 40' Fiber- 200 Strand

We also offer on a Special Order Basis - Radius Cuts & Bottom Feed. Please contact us.
Sheet flow waterfalls naturally narrow as they fall. This is illustrated by the diagram below. The diagrams to the right show the recommended waterfall height from the lip of the fall to the water surface.

Waterfalls naturally narrow as they fall

Recommended waterfall height from lip of fall to the water surface

1" extended lip waterfall

6" extended lip waterfall

9" extended lip waterfall

12" extended lip waterfall

NOTE: All waterfalls are back-fed. Bottom feed available by request.
Note: Never remove more than 4.5” of the extended lip, leaving a minimum of 1.5” of lip. The top of the beam, where the Visual Aquatic Water Fall unit is to be installed should be a minimum of 9” thick.

When designing custom curves for the Visual Aquatic Falls Extended Lip models, please refer to the following Minimum Radius Table to select the correct Visual Aquatic Falls model. Some models accommodate very tight radius curves and are available by special order.

**MINIMUM RADIUS PER WATERFALL LENGTH**

- 1’ long fall = 1’ minimum
- 1.5’ long fall = 1.5’ minimum
- 2’ long fall = 2’ minimum
- 3’ long fall = 3’ minimum
- 4’ long fall = 4’ minimum
- 5’ long fall = 5’ minimum
- 6’ long fall = 6’ minimum
- 7’ long fall = 7’ minimum
- 8’ long fall = 8’ minimum